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About This Game

Welcome to the world of Neo!
Your task is to deliver NeoSphere to NeoPlatform.

To achieve this, use Mines and Beams.
Sometimes you will be offered several options for passing the level,choose the one that you like.

Waiting for you: tunnels, hills, flights, labyrinths and much more.
You will need to repeat the explosions until you complete the task.

20 levels will not let you get bored.
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I was unable to move the sphere. The controls seem to be completely broken.. Ok you use the lasers to make a barrier where the
ball goes and the mines launch the ball.
It will take time to beat a level. Watch the trailer to get a sense of what to do.

Not my kind of game though, give it a try if it's on sale.. I'd argue this game is a complete and total scam.

In a previous review i called Sit on bottle the worst game in my steam library. I forgot that game actually works. This game is
total and complete luck, and (god forbid if) you get lucky, you to do it 20 times over with seemingly no solution and not all the
achievements are functional.

The dev refuses to fix his achievement software (\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, this does not earn the title of "game") under
the guise of "development has stopped." This leaves literally *zero* reason to play the game since it only exists to boost people's
numbers and its way of doing that is undeniably flawed and it can't even give you all it has.

Avoid this software developer's whole catalog. You don't need the achievements, as tempting as NeoSticks is. There's like
700k+ you can get if you exclude these neo games. It's just a tiny blip in the numbers.. Broken achievement with dev refusing to
fix it.. My kids and my wife died in a car crash and I didn´t even bother to go to their funeral cuz I had to play this game. So
blessed having discovered this game it changed my life (+gave me terminal brain cancer). Jesus himself must have created this
masterpiece, can´t wait for NeoBalls2 being released.
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My summary in 4 sentences:
NeoBoom is well designed game,not an achievment spam entirely.I really liked the neon graphics,but gameplay doesn't cut
it.You place mines on places around the track a ball has to move through.1 level gives you 60 achievments,which is kinda
fairm,but the game gets hard and frustrating.. You get what you paid for, 1K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an
achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying
this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Extremely
awkward gameplay and controls.
This thing is simply unplayable, for me at least.. I'd argue this game is a complete and total scam.

In a previous review i called Sit on bottle the worst game in my steam library. I forgot that game actually works. This game is
total and complete luck, and (god forbid if) you get lucky, you to do it 20 times over with seemingly no solution and not all the
achievements are functional.

The dev refuses to fix his achievement software (♥♥♥♥ you, this does not earn the title of "game") under the guise of
"development has stopped." This leaves literally *zero* reason to play the game since it only exists to boost people's numbers
and its way of doing that is undeniably flawed and it can't even give you all it has.

Avoid this software developer's whole catalog. You don't need the achievements, as tempting as NeoSticks is. There's like
700k+ you can get if you exclude these neo games. It's just a tiny blip in the numbers.. Extremely awkward gameplay and
controls.
This thing is simply unplayable, for me at least.. Any non-deterministic physics game is immediately unsalvageable, and the
awful controls don't do anything to help.

NeoSticks Released 5000achievements:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/833890/NeoSticks/. NeoBalls coming soon:

New Neo style game. We apologize:
We have some problems with the server.
Therefore, some pictures in the achievements can not work correctly 

We fix it!
Please wait 1 day. Trading cards coming soon!:
We know you all want cards and soon they will be!. New Neo Game!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/989560/NeoGeometry/. Aquarium in real time:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/876910/Aquarium_Simulator/. So Good:
We fixed everything
All achievements are ready
Thank you . NeoBalls2 was released:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/786560/NeoBalls2/
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